Introduction {#medu13756-sec-0005}
============

The interpretation of medical images, such as electrocardiograms, pathology slices or radiographs, is an important part of everyday medical practice.[1](#medu13756-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#medu13756-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#medu13756-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Research on medical image interpretation has primarily focused on characteristics of visual expertise.[3](#medu13756-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#medu13756-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} In such research, novices and experts in image interpretation are compared and the experts' performance is superior to that of novices. Experts also show more efficient viewing behaviour.[5](#medu13756-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Although such research on visual expertise provides invaluable information on how *learning* to interpret images takes place, it does not provide straightforward answers to questions regarding *teaching* medical image perception. The current study aims to add to the literature regarding: (i) the 'what' content of medical image perception training; and (ii) the 'how' instructional design of medical image perception training.

The content of medical image perception training {#medu13756-sec-0006}
------------------------------------------------

Concerning the content of medical image perception training, there is generally a large emphasis on abnormal images.[2](#medu13756-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Only a small amount of time in medical curricula is devoted to teaching image interpretation,[6](#medu13756-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} whereas a vast amount of anatomy and (patho)physiology needs to be covered. Although it might be time efficient, this emphasis on abnormal images may also give students a wrong impression about the prevalence of diseases in medical practice. In reality, many images in everyday clinical practice on a ward or in an emergency department are found to be normal or do not contain significant or relevant pathology.[7](#medu13756-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#medu13756-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#medu13756-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} This mismatch between low prevalence of diseases in clinical practice and the emphasis on abnormal images during training can impact students' performance in practice. Indeed, Pusic et al.[2](#medu13756-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} have shown that a change in the proportion of abnormal practice cases alters the sensitivity (proportion of correctly identified abnormal images out of the total number of abnormal images) and specificity (proportion of correctly identified normal images out of the total number of normal images) of the performance of emergency residents. The residents who practised with predominantly abnormal images had higher sensitivity, whereas the residents who practised with predominantly normal images had higher specificity. The emergency residents in the study by Pusic et al.[2](#medu13756-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} already had some experience in interpreting medical images and might have learned about the low prevalence of diseases in clinical practice. It is not yet known to what extent medical students are impacted by the proportion of normal images in training. It is expected that the performance of more novice students potentially increases even more when they are trained with a high proportion of normal images in medical image perception training.

Instructional design of medical image perception training {#medu13756-sec-0007}
---------------------------------------------------------

The instructional design of medical image perception training, like most educational experiences, often consists of a presentation by an expert, practise of the task by learners and feedback. *When* to provide expert instruction and practice for an effective educational experience remains a debate in medical education.[10](#medu13756-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Direct or deductive‐expository instruction, which starts with the expert instruction followed by a practice phase, is advocated for more advanced learners, when instructional time is limited and when a deep level of understanding is not strictly necessary.[11](#medu13756-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}

By contrast, inductive approaches such as problem‐based learning and guided discovery learning[12](#medu13756-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} offer practice prior to instruction. As students first practise, they will have to figure out solutions for themselves instead of only implementing a solution presented by an expert. Students may fail to find the solution and will need more time to complete a practice case. However, this failure may be considered productive.[13](#medu13756-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Students are fully immersed in the problem when searching for the solution. This productive failure can therefore lead to a deeper understanding and long‐term retention of knowledge.[14](#medu13756-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} The benefits of productive failure indeed have been shown in research in mathematics education.[15](#medu13756-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Despite the theoretical benefit of inductive approaches, most medical image perception training still uses deductive approaches. It is therefore not known if productive failure can be induced in medical students who are learning to interpret medical images.

The present study {#medu13756-sec-0008}
-----------------

In this study, the effects of the proportion of normal images (30% versus 70% normal) and instructional sequence (deductive versus inductive), in a chest radiograph perception training, on the performance of third‐year medical students were investigated.

### Research questions {#medu13756-sec-0009}

What are the effects of the proportion of normal images in a practice phase of medical image perception training on third‐year medical students' performance?What are the effects of instructional sequencing (inductive or deductive) in medical image perception training on third‐year medical students' performance?

The students' performance was defined as sensitivity, specificity, diagnostic performance and case duration on a subsequent test.

### Hypotheses {#medu13756-sec-0010}

In line with Pusic et al.,[2](#medu13756-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} we hypothesise that: Students practising with a low proportion of normal images will have higher sensitivity scores, whereas students practising with a high proportion of normal images will have higher specificity scores.Students in inductive conditions will have higher sensitivity, specificity and diagnostic performance than students in deductive conditions.

Concerning students' performance during the practice phase, students in the inductive conditions will be engaged in the act of productive failure, we hypothesise that this should result in: Lower sensitivity, specificity and diagnostic performance in the inductive conditions.Image interpretation during the practice phase will take more time.Students will need more time per case on those they misinterpret compared with cases they correctly interpret, which will reflect productive failure. This difference will be higher for students in inductive conditions.

We do not hypothesise that any interaction effects will occur in our analyses, and these terms are therefore exploratory.

Method {#medu13756-sec-0011}
======

This 2 × 2 design tested the effects of proportion of normal images (practising with a proportion of 30% normal images \[condition 1\] versus a proportion of 70% normal images \[condition 2\]) and instructional sequence (a practice‐first \[inductive\] versus an instruction‐first \[deductive\] sequence \[conditions 3 and 4\]) (Fig. [1](#medu13756-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). After the training, students' sensitivity, specificity, diagnostic performance and case duration were measured in a test with a proportion of normal images that is typical of everyday clinical practice.

Participants {#medu13756-sec-0012}
------------

A total of 103 third‐year medical students took part in this study (69% female; mean age = 22.5 ± 2.43 years) from Maastricht University in the Netherlands. All students were approached via announcements prior to regular lectures and via announcements on the electronic learning environment of Maastricht University in September 2016. None of the participants had yet received any formal training in interpreting chest radiographs. Participants were randomly assigned to the four experimental conditions in a 2 × 2 design (Fig. [1](#medu13756-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Flowchart of the 2 × 2 design on the four experimental conditions](MEDU-53-153-g001){#medu13756-fig-0001}

Two of the conditions started with the practice phase, consisting of practising with 20 chest radiographs. The proportion of normal radiographs during the practice phase was manipulated (70% normal radiographs versus 30% normal radiographs). The other two conditions started with the instruction phase, consisting of a video lecture, and subsequently practised with a set of either 70% normal or 30% normal images, yielding a full 2 × 2 design. Participants received a €20 gift voucher after the experiment as compensation. All participants signed an informed consent, and the study was approved by the Ethical Review Board of the Dutch Association for Medical Education (NVMO‐ERB), file number 763.

Materials {#medu13756-sec-0013}
---------

### Video lecture {#medu13756-sec-0014}

During the instruction phase, a video lecture was used. This video lecture was designed for this experiment by AA and SGFR. The video covered the basics of chest radiograph interpretation and the radiologic manifestations of eight common abnormalities: pneumonia, pneumothorax, pleural effusion, atelectasis, lung tumours, cardiomegaly, emphysema and bilateral hilar lymphadenopathy. Two normal chest radiographs and two examples of each abnormality were used in the video, which totalled 18 radiographs. The video had a duration of 23 minutes and participants saw the video only once. Participants were not allowed to stop, rewind or fastforward the video. Furthermore, participants were not allowed to make notes. The video lecture was shown individually to participants using [windows]{.smallcaps} Movie Player 12 (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA).

### Radiological images {#medu13756-sec-0015}

The radiographs used in this experiment originated from a teaching file consisting from over 400 chest radiographs from the radiology department at the Maastricht University Medical Center. All radiographs were stripped of any patient information and were selected by KvG and SGFR. Radiographs were selected to have no abnormalities (i.e. normal images) or only one type of the eight previously mentioned cardiopulmonary pathologies. The cases have been used in previous investigations involving third‐year medical students, as well as final‐year medical students.[16](#medu13756-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#medu13756-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} In the investigation with final‐year medical students, learning effects were visible after practising with 10 cases and a video lecture. To ensure a learning effect in third‐year medical students, the number of cases in the practice phase was doubled. The images used in this investigation are available on request from the first author (KvG).

In the practice phase, participants interpreted 20 chest radiographs; 12 chest radiographs were identical for each of the four conditions with half of these identical chest radiographs being normal images. In conditions 1 and 3, for the 30% normal images, the other eight chest radiographs were abnormal. In conditions 2 and 4, for the 70% normal images, the other eight chest radiographs were normal. An example of a chest X‐ray used in the experiment can be found online in the Supporting Information (Figure S1).

The test phase consisted of 20 chest radiographs, of which 60% were normal images. In daily practice, normal images predominate over abnormal images.[7](#medu13756-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} The order of the 20 chest radiographs was randomised per participant. The cases were heterogeneous in variance: abnormal cases, *F* (7, 102) = 13.4, p* *\<* *0.001; normal cases, *F* (11, 102) = 35.4, p* *\<* *0.001; diagnostic performance, *F* (7, 102) = 25.3, p* *\<* *0.001. Calculation of Cronbach\'s alpha would produce unreliable estimates.[18](#medu13756-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Instead, Macdonalds' Ω~t~ was calculated, which can be interpreted similarly to a Cronbach\'s alpha. The Ω~t~ of abnormal cases was 0.63, the Ω~t~ of normal cases was 0.67 and the Ω~t~ of diagnostic performance was 0.41. A table with the characteristics of the test phase (discrimination of the cases, mean percentage correctly identified, average case duration and diagnosis per case) can be found online as Supporting Information (Table S1).

Measures {#medu13756-sec-0016}
--------

### Sensitivity and specificity {#medu13756-sec-0017}

Sensitivity in the practice phase and test phase was defined as the proportion of abnormal radiographs correctly identified as abnormal. Specificity in the practice phase and test phase was defined as the proportion of normal radiographs correctly identified as normal.

### Diagnostic performance {#medu13756-sec-0018}

If the participants deemed a radiograph to be abnormal during the practice phase or test phase, they were requested to type their most probable diagnosis via a free text form. A coding scheme for correct diagnoses and their respective synonyms was developed by KvG and SGFR. All correctly diagnosed radiographs were subsequently coded as 1, all incorrect answers were coded as 0. To calculate the diagnostic performance of participants, all diagnosis scores were summed and divided by the total number of eight abnormal radiographs. For the diagnosis scores of the practice phase, only the six abnormal cases that were identical in all four conditions were used.

### Average case duration {#medu13756-sec-0019}

The time needed by participants to interpret a chest radiograph and provide answers was registered and averaged for the 12 (normal and abnormal) identical radiographs (cases) in the practice phase and the 20 radiographs (cases) in the test phase.

Procedure {#medu13756-sec-0020}
---------

The experiment was conducted in 11 sessions with a maximum of 10 students per experimental session. Every participant worked on a desktop computer with a 22″ LCD (liquid crystal display) screen with a resolution of 1650 × 1080 pixels using the Qualtrics software (Qualtrics, Provo, Utah, USA).[19](#medu13756-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Each session started with a short briefing of 5 minutes in which the procedure was delineated, and participants subsequently provided written consent. Participants were not informed about the proportion of normal images in the practice phase or test phase. The order of the cases in the test phase was randomised per participant by the [qualtrics]{.smallcaps} software. Participants worked individually throughout the whole experiment.

During the practice phase, participants had a maximum of 80 seconds to interpret each of the 20 chest radiographs and to report if they were normal or abnormal images. If the image was abnormal, they were required to report the most probable diagnosis. The time limit of 80 seconds was based on a previous investigation with third‐year medical students who took an average of 52.6 seconds (standard deviation \[SD\] 20.6) to interpret a case.[16](#medu13756-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Based on these numbers, the probability of not completing a case within 80 seconds would be 0.09, which was considered acceptable. After 80 seconds, a new page was automatically loaded that informed participants whether the radiograph was normal or abnormal. Furthermore, if the radiograph was abnormal, the diagnosis was given. Participants had a maximum of 10 seconds to read the feedback page. After 10 seconds, the feedback page closed automatically and the next radiograph was loaded. In the instruction phase, participants individually watched the video lecture with 18 example chest radiographs. When participants had completed both the practice phase and the instruction phase, they had a short break of 5 minutes.

After the break, participants entered the test phase, in which participants had a maximum of 90 seconds to interpret and report every radiograph. After 90 seconds, the next case was automatically loaded. Participants did not receive any feedback about interpreted images during the test phase.

Analyses {#medu13756-sec-0021}
--------

For the analyses, 2 × 2 analyses of variance ([anova]{.smallcaps}s) were performed with the factors instructional sequence (to practice‐first order (inductive) and instruction‐first order (deductive)) and proportion (a proportion of 30% normal images versus a proportion of 70% normal images) on the outcome measures of the test phase and practice phase. The sensitivity scores of the test phase and practice phase was negatively skewed; the lowest Z~skewness~ score for the test phase sensitivity was found in the instruction‐first (deductive), condition 4, with 70% normal images and was −4.37. The lowest Z~skewness~ score for the practice phase sensitivity was found in the instruction‐first (deductive), condition 3 with 30% normal images and was −2.40. As there is currently no reasonable non‐parametric alternative to a 2 × 2 [anova]{.smallcaps} and that [anova]{.smallcaps} analyses are generally robust for skewness, these skewness levels were tolerated. As a measure of effect size an $\eta_{p}^{2}$ was used, with 0.01 indicating a small effect, 0.06 indicating a moderate effect and 0.14 indicating a large effect.[19](#medu13756-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#medu13756-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}

To analyse differences between the four conditions in case durations for cases divided into correctly identified versus incorrectly identified cases, a full‐factorial binary logistic regression analysis of the practice phase was performed, with discrimination score (correct versus incorrect) as the dependent variable and instructional sequence, proportion and case duration as independent variables.

Results {#medu13756-sec-0022}
=======

Results of the test phase {#medu13756-sec-0023}
-------------------------

The descriptors and the results of the 2 × 2 [anova]{.smallcaps} per test‐phase measure can be found in Table [1](#medu13756-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. Furthermore, the descriptors of the test‐phase are visualised as violin plots to be found online as Supporting Information (Figure S2).

###### 

Descriptors and results of 2 × 2 [anova]{.smallcaps} of test‐phase measures

  Variable                     Practice‐first order (inductive)   Instruction‐first order (deductive)   2 × 2 [anova]{.smallcaps}                                                                                                                                          
  ---------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------- --------------------------- ------------- ------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------
  Sensitivity (%)              97.5 ± 5.13                        89.1 ± 9.46                           96.7 ± 6.51                 89.6 ± 8.73   *F* (1, 99) = 24.97, p* *\<* *0.001, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.20   *F* (1, 99) = 0.02, p* *=* *0.90, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ \< 0.001   *F* (1, 99) = 0.17, p* *=* *0.68, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ * *\< 0.001
  Specificity (%)              52.5 ± 15.3                        65.2 ± 14.8                           58.3 ± 18.0                 72.8 ± 13.3   *F* (1, 99) = 20.70, p* *\<* *0.001, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.17   *F* (1, 99) = 5.03, p* *=* *0.03, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.05     *F* (1, 99) = 0.08, p* *=* *0.77, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ * *\< 0.001
  Diagnostic performance (%)   53.8 ± 18.1                        48.9 ± 15.0                           52.9 ± 17.9                 52.5 ± 13.2   *F* (1, 99) = 0.67, p* *=* *0.42, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ \< 0.001    *F* (1, 99) = 0.18, p* *=* *0.67, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ \< 0.001   *F* (1, 99) = 0.47, p* *=* *0.49, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ \< 0.001
  Case duration (s)            35.1 ± 9.31                        34.0 ± 10.7                           30.4 ± 7.17                 29.8 ± 8.25   *F* (1, 99) = 1.57, p* *=* *0.21, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ \< 0.001    *F* (1, 99) = 9.61, p* *=* *0.003, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.09    *F* (1, 99) \< 0.001, p* *=* *0.95, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ \< 0.001

SD, standard deviation.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

On *sensitivity*, a main effect of proportion of normal images was found, in favour of practising with 30% normal images; the found main effect is in line with hypothesis 1. There was no main effect of sequence. No significant interaction effect between proportion and instructional sequence was found.

On *specificity*, a main effect of proportion of images was found in favour of practising with 70% normal images; the found main effect is in line with hypothesis 1. Furthermore, a main effect of sequence, now in favour of instruction‐first (deductive), conditions 3 and 4, was found. No significant interaction between proportion of normal images and sequence was found.

On *diagnostic performance*, no main effect of proportion was found, which contrasted with hypothesis 1. There was no main effect of sequence, which contrasted with hypothesis 2. No significant interaction effect between proportion and sequence was found.

On *average case duration*, no main effect of proportion was found. A significant main effect of sequence was found; the average case duration was higher in the practice‐first (inductive), conditions 1 and 2. No significant interaction effect between proportion and sequence was found.

The time limit for interpreting cases was reached in five out of 400 cases for the group practice‐first (inductive), condition 1 with 30% normal images, five out of 460 cases for the group practice‐first (inductive), condition 2 with 70% normal images, eight out of 600 cases for the group instruction‐first (deductive), condition 3 with 30% normal images, and seven out of 600 cases for the group instruction‐first (deductive), condition 4 with 70% normal images. The number of cases in which the time limit was reached did not differ between the four conditions, *χ* ^2^ (3, *n* = 2060) = 0.15, p* *=* *0.99.

Results of the practice phase {#medu13756-sec-0024}
-----------------------------

The descriptors and the results of the 2 × 2 [anova]{.smallcaps} of the practice phase can be found in Table [2](#medu13756-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}. Furthermore, the descriptors of the practice phase measures are visualised as violin plots to be found online as Supporting Information (Figure S3).

###### 

Practice‐phase descriptors and 2 × 2 [anova]{.smallcaps} results for each separate condition

  Variable                     Practice‐first order (inductive)   Instruction‐first order (deductive)   2 × 2 [anova]{.smallcaps}                                                                                                                                          
  ---------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------- --------------------------- ------------- ------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------
  Sensitivity (%)              80.0 ± 15.9                        71.7 ± 19.7                           88.9 ± 14.0                 92.2 ± 10.0   *F* (1, 99) = 24.97, p* *\<* *0.001, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.20   *F* (1, 99) = 0.02, p* *=* *0.90, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ \< 0.001   *F* (1, 99) = 0.17, p* *=* *0.68, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ \< 0.001
  Specificity (%)              36.7 ± 22.7                        45.6 ± 17.6                           35.0 ± 25.2                 44.4 ± 24.5   *F* (1, 99) = 20.70, p* *\<* *0.001, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.17   *F* (1, 99) = 5.03, p* *=* *0.03, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.05     *F* (1, 99) = 0.08, p* *=* *0.77, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ \< 0.001
  Diagnostic performance (%)   36.7 ± 18.4                        31.9 ± 13.2                           57.2 ± 16.8                 53.3 ± 18.2   *F* (1, 99) = 0.67, p* *=* *0.42, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ \< 0.001    *F* (1, 99) = 0.18, p* *=* *0.67, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ \< 0.001   *F* (1, 99) = 0.47, p* *=* *0.49, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ \< 0.001
  Case duration (s)            44.5 ± 9.40                        40.1 ± 9.10                           47.4 ± 8.82                 49.6 ± 7.90   *F* (1, 99) = 1.57, p* *=* *0.21, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ \< 0.001    *F* (1, 99) = 9.61, p* *=* *0.003, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.09    *F* (1, 99) \< 0.001, p* *=* *0.95, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ \< 0.001

SD, standard deviation.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

On *sensitivity*, no main effect of proportion was found. Furthermore, a main effect of instructional sequence, in favour of the instruction‐first order, was found. This is in line with hypothesis 3. Finally, a marginally significant interaction between proportion and instructional sequence was found, in favour of the group instruction‐first (deductive), condition 3 with 30% normal images.

On *specificity*, a significant main effect of proportion was found, in favour of practising with 70% normal images. By contrast with hypothesis 3, there was no main effect of instructional sequence. No interaction effect of proportion of normal images and instructional sequence was found.

On *diagnostic performance*, no main effect of proportion was found. A main effect of instructional sequence in favour of instruction‐first (deductive), conditions 3 and 4, was found, in line with hypothesis 3. No significant interaction effect of proportion and instructional sequence was found.

On *case duration*, no main effect of proportion was found. Unexpectedly and by contrast with hypothesis 4, the participants in practice‐first (inductive) conditions 1 and 2 took less time to complete the practice cases than the participants in instruction‐first (deductive) conditions 3 and 4. A main effect of instructional sequence was found; the average case duration in the instruction‐first (deductive), conditions 3 and 4 groups, was higher. Finally, a marginally significant interaction effect was found; the average case duration of the practice‐first (inductive), condition 2 group with 70% normal images, was the lowest.

The number of cases in which the time limit was reached per condition can be found in Table [3](#medu13756-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}. The time limit for *interpreting* cases was more often reached in the instruction‐first (deductive), conditions 3 and 4 groups, *χ* ^2^ (1, *n* = 2060) = 8.3, p* *=* *0.004. The number of cases in which the time limit for *reading the feedback* was reached did not differ between the instructional sequences, *χ* ^2^ (1, *n* = 2060) = 1.1, p* *=* *0.30.

###### 

Occurrence of being not within time limits during the practice phase per condition

  Practice phase time limits reached   Practice‐first order (inductive)   Instruction‐first order (deductive)        
  ------------------------------------ ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ---- ----
  Interpreting cases                   34                                 27                                    74   56
  Reading the feedback                 2                                  3                                     2    10

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Occurrence of productive failure during the practice phase {#medu13756-sec-0025}
----------------------------------------------------------

The average case durations for correct and incorrect interpretations of the 12 identical cases of the practice phase can be found in Table [4](#medu13756-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"}. Furthermore, the results of the binary logistic regression can also be found in Table [4](#medu13756-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Results of the binary logistic regression with correctly identified cases as outcome variable

  Conditions                                    Correctly identified                       
  --------------------------------------------- ---------------------- ------------- ----- -------------
  1 Practice‐first (inductive), 30% normal      114                    44.0 (22.9)   139   38.0 (17.9)
  2 Practice‐first (inductive), 70% normal      100                    51.1 (23.5)   120   40.2 (17.8)
  3 Instruction‐first (deductive), 30% normal   114                    62.0 (18.9)   216   44.9 (19.2)
  4 Instruction‐first (deductive), 70% normal   137                    58.0 (18.6)   193   42.2 (19.3)

  Binary logistic regression analysis                     B (SE)            d.f.   p         OR (95% CI)
  ------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- ------ --------- -------------------
  Intercept                                               1.32 (0.34)       1      \<0.001   3.73
  Instructional sequence                                  1.08 (0.48)       1      0.025     2.93 (1.14--7.51)
  Prevalence                                              −0.53 (0.40)      1      0.24      0.59 (0.25--1.41)
  Case duration                                           −0.025 (0.0070)   1      \<0.001   0.98 (0.96--0.99)
  Instructional sequence \* prevalence                    1.16 (0.68)       1      0.089     3.19 (0.84--12.2)
  Instructional sequence \* case duration                 −0.016 (0.0090)   1      0.081     0.98 (0.97--1.00)
  Prevalence \* case duration                             0.01 (0.0090)     1      0.26      1.01 (0.99--1.03)
  Instructional sequence \* prevalence \* case duration   −0.014 (0.013)    1      0.28      0.99 (0.96--1.01)

CI, confidence interval; d.f., degrees of freedom; OR, odds ratio; p probability; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard error.

*χ* ^2^ (7) = 132.66, *R* ^2^ = 0.11 (Cox & Snell), 0.15 (Nagelkerke).

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

The binary logistic regression analysis showed that in both instruction‐first (deductive), conditions 3 and 4, participants took longer to identify cases than in both practice‐first (inductive), conditions 1 and 2. Furthermore, a main effect of case duration was found, indicating that correctly identified cases were interpreted faster than incorrectly identified cases.

By contrast with hypothesis 5, all two‐way and three‐way interaction terms were non‐significant, indicating that the found main effects of instructional sequence and case duration were similar for all four conditions.

Discussion {#medu13756-sec-0026}
==========

In this experiment, the proportion of normal images during a practice phase and the instructional sequence of medical image perception training were manipulated. The effect of changing the proportion of normal images, which was previously found by Pusic et al.[2](#medu13756-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} in a sample of residents, was replicated in our sample of medical students. In line with the hypothesis 1, sensitivity scores were highest in the conditions with a low proportion of normal images and specificity scores were highest in the conditions with a high proportion of normal images. It was thus found that students who train with more normal images are less likely to make false positive errors (reporting abnormalities that are not present), whereas students training with mostly abnormal images are less likely to miss abnormalities, a phenomenon known as a 'criterion shift'.[21](#medu13756-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#medu13756-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} One of the first and most important steps in interpreting medical images is categorisation of the image into normal or abnormal.[23](#medu13756-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#medu13756-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} For this categorisation, a decision criterion is used, which is influenced by previous experiences.[23](#medu13756-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} Medical image perception training is generally the first experience that students have of interpreting medical images. A mismatch between the prevalence of abnormalities in the training[2](#medu13756-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} and of medical images in everyday clinical practice[7](#medu13756-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#medu13756-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#medu13756-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} can easily result in students being trained with a suboptimal criterion. Our study shows that a short 20‐item training session can already have an impact on this criterion.[25](#medu13756-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}

With regard to the effects of instructional sequences on performance measures, the deductive sequence conditions (3 and 4) led to higher student performance scores than the inductive sequence conditions (1 and 2). The participants in the deductive conditions (3 and 4) scored higher on specificity than the participants in the inductive conditions (1 and 2). This finding contrasts with hypothesis 2. In addition, participants in deductive conditions (3 and 4) had a significantly lower average case duration during the test. Therefore, the participants in the deductive conditions (3 and 4) were not only better in correctly identifying the normal images, but were also faster in their interpretation.

By contrast with hypothesis 1, no effect of instructional sequence was found on sensitivity. This analysis may have been influenced by the high test‐phase sensitivity scores. As sensitivity was high in all four conditions, a ceiling effect might have occurred.

The sensitivity scores of the practice phase were lower in the inductive as well as the deductive conditions than the sensitivity scores of the test phase. In the practice phase, indeed, a significant effect in favour of the deductive conditions (3 and 4) was found.

A closer look at the results of the practice phase can provide more insights into the effects of instructional sequence on students' learning. In line with hypothesis 4, the participants in the inductive conditions (1 and 2) scored lower on sensitivity, specificity and diagnostic performance. The students in the inductive conditions were supposed to use the practice cases to develop their own solutions and were thus expected to make more mistakes during the practice phase. However, by contrast with hypothesis 4, the students in the inductive conditions (1 and 2) took less time to complete the practice cases. This suggests that they did not explore the cases in enough depth. The inductive approach might therefore not have led to productive failure during the practice phase but to *un*productive failure. Furthermore, the binary logistic regression analysis revealed that students in all four conditions needed more time for cases they incorrectly interpreted compared with cases they correctly interpreted. This finding indicates that productive failure probably occurred in all four conditions and not only in the inductive conditions (1 and 2). Invoking productive failure may therefore not be confined to inductive approaches and research on other incentives to invoke productive failure is therefore advised.

The lack of increased productive failure in the inductive conditions (1 and 2) is also reflected by the diagnostic performance scores of the test phases. No effect of sequence was found, by contrast with hypothesis 2. One of the claims for the use of inductive approaches is that they lead to deeper understanding of the problem. In this study, no evidence for this claim was found. A deductive approach is advocated for learners who already have some experience in the task.[26](#medu13756-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} These third‐year medical students can be considered novices in the task of image interpretation. However, they may already have acquired some knowledge on chest (patho)physiology during their prior medical training. This knowledge base might possibly have been solid enough for students to benefit from the deductive approach. Inductive approaches are traditionally advised for the educational experiences of learners confronted with a completely novel task.[26](#medu13756-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Less experienced students, that is first‐year medical students, might have profited from an inductive approach, and replication of this research with less experienced students is therefore advised.

A theoretical pitfall of a criterion shift used should be considered. Because of current educational practice, students are more likely to make false positive interpretations. False positive and false negative interpretations of medical images have different consequences for patient outcome. False positive interpretations may lead to unnecessary diagnostic procedures, whereas false negative interpretations may lead to potentially life‐threatening delays in diagnoses.[25](#medu13756-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} However, novices generally make more false positive errors than false negative errors. This is even the case for the interpretation of images with a much lower prevalence than chest X‐rays, such as the prevalence of breast abnormalities in breast cancer screening programmes.[27](#medu13756-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#medu13756-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} It is unlikely that a shift in the criteria used by novices would lead to an increase in false negative interpretations. It is therefore advised to take the prevalence of diseases into account when developing training.

With the limited time that faculty members have available for medical image perception training[6](#medu13756-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, the question arises: How should students be trained to identify diverse pathologies when still developing realistic criteria?[28](#medu13756-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}Additional e‐learning modules containing large image banks with the proportion of abnormalities seen in everyday clinical practice are advised.

Additionally, the use of a deductive approach is advised. In many faculties, medical image perception training is provided when students already have acquired some knowledge on anatomy and pathophysiology.[29](#medu13756-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}

Some limitations of this research are worth considering. In this research, learning outcomes were directly measured and no measures of retention of knowledge were used. Inductive sequences are also advocated to enhance retention of knowledge, yet evidence for this claim is still limited.[12](#medu13756-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Further research to elucidate the effects of early practice is therefore recommended. Furthermore, participants were asked to make a clear distinction between normal and abnormal images, whereas everyday medical practice is not that black and white. In everyday medical practice abnormal images still predominantly consist of normal areas and normal images can contain aberrations that could be abnormal in some clinical cases. To ensure a clear cut‐off between normal and abnormal in this study, only images with apparent abnormalities were used and clinical information was not provided to participants.

Conclusion {#medu13756-sec-0027}
==========

On immediate post‐testing, a deductive approach for training third‐year medical students to interpret radiographs yielded better results than an inductive approach in discerning normal from abnormal images. Furthermore, it was shown that the proportion of normal images in a training situation impacts the criteria students use to categorise normal and abnormal medical images. In many medical situations, the prevalence of disease is low and the sensitivity and specificity trade‐off should be an important consideration in training design.
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Table S1. Characteristics of the test phase; discrimination of the cases, mean percentage correctly identified, average case duration and diagnosis per case.
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**Figure S1.** Example of a chest x‐ray used in the experiment.
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**Figure S2.** Violin plots of the outcome measures of the test phase per condition. Violin plots represent a regular box plot with 95% confidence intervals, median and interquartile range surrounded by a rotated kernel density plot. A: Sensitivity, B: Specificity, C: Diagnostic performance and D: Average case duration.
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**Figure S3.** Violin plots of the outcome measures of the practice phase per condition. Violin plots represent a regular box plot with 95% confidence intervals, median and interquartile range surrounded by a rotated kernel density plot. A: Sensitivity, B: Specificity, C: Diagnostic performance and D: Average case duration.
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